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Abstract—In this paper, we present a middleware architecture for dependable mobile systems and an experimentation platform for its evaluation. The proposed architecture includes three building blocks tailored for mobile cooperative applications: a Proximity Map, a Trust and Cooperation Oracle, and a Cooperative Data Backup service. To illustrate our platform, we developed a Distributed Black-box application, whose aim is to record critical data while tolerating the failure of a node, and implemented a hardware evaluation platform of mobile systems for experimenting with the application. We provide here some insights on the development of the platform, focusing on wireless communication emulation via signal attenuation.

I. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Finding the proper abstractions to design middleware for the provision of dependable distributed applications on mobile devices is still a big challenge[1]. Yet, the number of mobile communicating devices one can meet in every-day life is dramatically increasing; the interconnection of these systems does not only result in a huge distributed system. New technical and scientific challenges emerge due to the mobility of users and of their devices, or due to the massive scale of uncontrolled devices that constantly connect and disconnect, fail, etc. An important question is thus to know if and how can we design a sound middleware that offers useful building blocks for this type of system. Another crucial question is to study how we can correctly evaluate those highly mobile and dynamic systems.

This paper addresses these two questions: we present a middleware architecture dedicated to the provision of cooperative data backup on mobile nodes and a platform for its experimental evaluation. This architecture is exemplified by implementing a Distributed Black-Box (DBB) application which provides a virtual device, whose semantics is similar to avionics black-boxes, that tracks cars’ history in a way that can be replayed in the event of a car accident. This application ensures information is securely stored using replication mechanisms, by means of exchanging positions between cars. Our implementation is based on three services tailored for mobile cooperative applications: a Proximity Map, a Trust and Cooperation Oracle, and a Cooperative Data Backup.

This DBB application is a good illustration of the use of the various middleware services and applications that users can benefit thanks to mobile communicating devices, such as in the automobile context with car-to-car communication. As a “classical” black-box, its aim is to record critical data, such as: engine / vehicle speed, brake status, throttle position, and even the state of the driver’s seat belt switch. As a “smart” black-box, it can also be used for extending the recorded information with contextual information concerning the neighboring vehicles, possibly the various vehicles involved in an accident. Indeed, information stored by the application leverages vehicle-based parameters and communication-induced information.

The proposed architecture is based on four main middleware building blocks, namely a Networking service, a Proximity Map, a Trust and Cooperation Oracle, and a Cooperative Data Backup service. This architecture and the DBB application will be described in Section II. This distributed architecture being targeted to mobile nodes (e.g. automobiles), it has been implemented and evaluated on top of a mobile robot platform described in section III. Section IV concentrates on a particular aspect of the developed scaled-down platform, namely WiFi communication range reduction using signal attenuation. Finally, we give some further trails of research in Section V.

II. ARCHITECTURE AND SYSTEM MODEL

This work was conducted in the course of the Hidenets project. Hidenets (HIghly DEpendable ip-based NETworks and Services) was a specific targeted research project funded by the European Union under the Information Society Sixth Framework Programme. The aim of HIDENETS was to develop and analyze end-to-end resilience solutions for distributed applications and mobility-aware services in ubiquitous communication scenarios.

The overall architecture used in this work is depicted on Fig. 1. The mobile platform, the hardware and other experimental settings will be described later in Section III. This architecture is a partial implementation of the Hidenets architecture and has been detailed in the projects deliverables, see e.g. [2] or [3]. Apart from standard hardware-related services (networking, localization...), we propose three new building blocks, targeted for mobile systems, that are described in the following subsections. The rationale of these building blocks is as follows:
Within an entity’s neighborhood, our network layer implements messages. As we are only interested in local interactions, broadcasting and TCP unicasting. It handles indexing, chopping multiple WiFi interfaces. This package supports both UDP working, we implemented a specific package for handling A. Communication and network layer restoration algorithm.

There are four main tasks to achieve when considering cooperative data backup: (1) discovering storage resources in the vicinity, (2) negotiating a contract with the neighboring nodes for the use of their resources, (3) handling a set of data chunks to backup and assigning these chunks to the negotiated resources, and finally (4) taking care of the recovery phase, i.e., the data restoration algorithm.

A. Communication and network layer

Since Java provides no specific support for ad hoc networking, we implemented a specific package for handling multiple WiFi interfaces. This package supports both UDP broadcasting and TCP unicasting. It handles indexing, chopping and unchopping of arbitrary size messages and deals with typed messages. As we are only interested in local interactions within an entity’s neighborhood, our network layer implements one-hop interactions only, and does not address the problem of routing in an ad-hoc network.

B. Localization and Proximity Map

In many applications dedicated to mobile nodes, and especially for cooperation-based applications, a node needs to interact with its neighbors. Furthermore, the quality of service that may be provided by a given component can vary according to the vicinity, e.g., the quantity of neighbors, their density, etc. It is then necessary to formalize this view of the vicinity into a more abstract representation. To that means, we propose the Proximity Map building block, that provides an abstraction of the physically attainable network of entities. The aim of this building block is to provide applications with information aggregated from both localization and networking layers.

Indeed, the goal of the proximity map is to gather physical information about nodes in the vicinity. When using its proximity map, a given node has a view of the nodes in its vicinity (defined as being the nodes which are reachable within H hops), their location information, and the freshness of the pieces of information.

This problem has similarities with neighbor discovery protocols for ad-hoc routing algorithms, that can be divided into pro active schemes and reactive schemes. In a reactive scheme, information about routing is constructed on demand, i.e., as soon as a message has to be sent to a previously unknown destination. In a pro active scheme, the entity periodically sends messages on the network to look for new neighbors, and to check the availability and reachability of already discovered requested by the application/caller. Since we are only interested in local interactions, and due to the fact that the set of entities is large and unknown to participants, we designed the proximity map as a pro active service.

Intuitively each node periodically beacons its proximity map to its 1-hop neighbors, and collects similar information from its direct neighbors. When merging these pieces of information, it is able to update its proximity map with new nodes that appeared as neighbors of neighbors, nodes which have moved, nodes whose connectivity changed, etc. The preliminary ideas about the proximity map can be found in [4].

To implement the proximity map, we use location-stamped beacons. Each node keeps a map of its knowledge of the location and connectivity of other nodes, which is represented as a graph as shown in Fig. 2. This graph is regularly updated when the node receives a beacon and is also regularly sent to the node’s neighbors in its beacons.

$\textbf{d) Map wideness:}$ To understand the protocol, let’s look at the initialization phase:

1. First, the node knows only its own location (level 0), and broadcasts this information in beacons,
2. Second, when the node receives its neighbors’ beacons, including their locations, it knows about its one hop connectivity (level 1), and the next beacons it will send will include this updated information,
knowledge is bounded. This bound, knowledge is older and because it is not desirable to have the other nodes physically present within the area if other environment parameters.

According to the application, the density of the network and units, level threshold $H$, as described below.

and collecting information, limiting the number of levels to a formation is updated by broadcasting a node’s information, and collecting information, limiting the number of levels to a sufficiently large. When $H$ is not large enough, or the coverage obtained is not sufficient, a reactive protocol may be used to complete location information further than $H$ hops. In addition to the location of the node, beacons may also include other useful information about the sending node’s radio coverage, its battery life, etc. At any time after $(H \times D)$ time units, a node knows the location and coverage of its $H$ hops neighbors. It should however be noted that at time $t$, every node in the network has a different view of the connectivity since its level 1 information is $D$ time units old, its level $n$ is $n \times D$ time units old, etc.

3) Then, the node receives beacons including its neighbor’s knowledge (level $L-1$) and updates its own graph with this information (level $L$).

When the protocol has ended its initialization phase, information is updated by broadcasting a node’s information, and collecting information, limiting the number of levels to a threshold $H$, as described below.

e) Map accuracy: If beacons are sent every $D$ time units, level $L$ information is $(L \times D)$ old. Because high-level knowledge is older and because it is not desirable to have the knowledge of the whole network, the maximum level of knowledge is bounded. This bound, $H$, is determined statically according to the application, the density of the network and other environment parameters.

This algorithm is pro-active and enables a node to know the other nodes physically present within the area if $H$ is sufficiently large. When $H$ is not large enough, or the coverage obtained is not sufficient, a reactive protocol may be used to complete location information further than $H$ hops. In addition to the location of the node, beacons may also include other useful information about the sending node’s radio coverage, its battery life, etc. At any time after $(H \times D)$ time units, a node knows the location and coverage of its $H$ hops neighbors. It should however be noted that at time $t$, every node in the network has a different view of the connectivity since its level 1 information is $D$ time units old, its level $n$ is $n \times D$ time units old, etc.

C. Trust and Cooperation Oracle

The trust and cooperation oracle (TCO) is our second basic building block for cooperative services. A cooperative service emerges from the cooperation of entities that are generally unknown to one another. Therefore, these entities have no a priori trust relationship and may thus be reluctant to cooperate. In cooperative systems without cooperation incentives, entities tend to behave in a rational way in order to maximize their own benefit from the system. The goal of the trust and cooperation oracle is therefore to evaluate locally the level of trust of neighboring entities and to manage cooperation incentives [5].

Synergy is the desired positive effect of cooperation, i.e., that the accrued benefits are greater than the sum of the benefits that could be achieved without cooperation. However synergy can only be achieved if nodes do cooperate rather than pursuing some individual short-term strategy, i.e. being rational. Therefore, cooperative systems need to have cooperation incentives and rationality disincentives. There are several approaches to this, some are based on micro-economy and some others are based on trust. Typically, for micro-economic approaches, a node has to spend “money” for using a service and earns “money” for servicing other nodes. Regarding trust, a common approach is to use the notion of reputation, a level representing the level of trust that may be placed on a node, which can be computed locally by a single node, or collectively and transitively by a set of nodes. Another approach based on the notion of trust relies on the use of trusted hardware, e.g. a smart-card. Whatever the most appropriate approach in a given context, the TCO leverages this information by providing a single interface with simple semantics. Given a node identifier $n$, it returns the probability that this node $n$ cooperates correctly for the next interaction:

$$\text{float trustLevel}(\text{NodeID } n)$$

When the various entities participating in a cooperative service belong to the same administrative domain, or to a limited number of domains, the question of trust establishment can be answered in a simple manner. For example, if we consider the case of a single administrative domain such as an enterprise, we can make the assumption that any node within the enterprise is going to cooperate. The problem of the trust establishment is thus reduced to the question of identifying the nodes which are part of the enterprise. When multiple, but limited, administrative domains are involved, the question can sometimes be simplified in a similar manner.

In an automotive context, we consider that there are a limited number of different middleware providers. We can also state that it is at least unusual and potentially dangerous for vehicle owners to modify the software their vehicle is running, and that software updates are relatively rare. As a result, there are only a few different legacy middleware versions. We can thus consider that the middleware is certified, i.e., a trusted authority within the infrastructure domain can generate and distribute certificates. These certificates can be verified in the ad-hoc domain by a trusted hardware, in our platform a smart-card.

D. Cooperative Data Backup service

The cooperative backup service aims to improve the dependability of data stored by participating nodes by providing them with mechanisms to tolerate hardware or software faults, including permanent faults such as loss, theft, or physical damage. To tolerate permanent faults, the service must provide mechanisms to store the users’ data on alternate storage nodes using the available communication means. The problem of cooperative backup of critical data can be divided in three steps: i) discovering storage resources in the vicinity (this step is performed using the proximity map service), ii) negotiating
a contract with the neighboring nodes for the use of their resources (this step uses the trust and cooperation oracle), and ii) handling a set of data chunks to backup and assigning these chunks to the negotiated resources according to a data encoding scheme and with respect to desired properties of dependability, privacy, availability and confidentiality. The service is also in charge of the recovery phase, i.e., the data restoration algorithm.

The Cooperative Data Backup service provision is designed using the following principles:

1. A client of the service provides a data stream to be backed up to the backup operation with a unique identifier.
2. The stream passes through a series of chopping and indexing operations in order to produce a set of small (meta-) data chunks to be backed up (more details can be found in [6]).
3. A periodical backup thread processes the block buffer, queries the Proximity Map service and the Trust and Cooperation Oracle in order to produce a potential contributors list. Then it places data blocks on contributors according to given placement and replication strategies, as described in [6], [7].

When the client wants to restore data, it can either submit the unique identifier of the stream to the asynchronous restore operation and then poll it periodically, or it can directly call the synchronous restore operation that will return when the data has been successfully restored. To that means, a periodic thread handles the restoration waiting queue: it looks for given IDs, unpacks the received blocks and potentially adds new identifiers to the waiting queue according to the decoding operation on received data chunks (i.e. data or meta-data).

E. The Distributed Black-Box application

Using the above described services, we implemented a Distributed Black-Box application. This application backs up a stream of data for every car that consists of a periodic sampling of a car’s proximity map. In our implementation, the cooperative backup service replicates these streams among neighboring cars, or to an infrastructure when connectivity permits it. The stream of any participant (be it crashed or not) can then be restored either from neighboring devices (cars in ad-hoc mode), or from the infrastructure.

III. THE ARUM EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM

To the best of our knowledge, little research has been done on the evaluation of resilience in ubiquitous systems. Most of the literature in this domain concerns evaluation of users experience and human-computer interfaces. However, some work is also looking at defining appropriate metrics for the evaluation of distributed applications running on ubiquitous systems [8], [9], [10] is looking at a general approach to evaluate ubiquitous systems. In the paper, the authors argue that quantitative measurements should be complemented with qualitative evaluation. The argument is that there is a number of problems for which evaluation cannot be easily quantified. Thus an evaluation should be conducted using an hybrid quantitative/qualitative strategy.

It is clear that the area of resilient computing has proposed a number of contributions concerning the evaluation of distributed systems and this paper will not survey this domain. Analytical evaluation is probably the most popular technique, such as within Assert [11] in the avionics application domain. More recently, experimental evaluation started to gain attention. The approach taken is often based on dependability benchmarking, for example DBench [12] addresses dependability benchmarking of operating systems.

In the ubiquitous and mobile computing area, evaluation of resilient mechanisms remains an open problem. In most cases, the proposed algorithms are evaluated and validated using network simulators [13], [14]. Since simulators use a model of physical components, such as wireless network cards and location systems, this raises concerns on the coverage of the assumptions that underlie the simulation [15]. Little work concerning the evaluation of algorithms in a realistic mobile experimental environment is available, see III-D.

A. “Scale ability”.

This calls for the development of a realistic platform, at a laboratory scale, to evaluate and validate fault-tolerance algorithms (e.g., group membership and replication protocols, storage mechanisms, etc.) targeting systems comprising a large number of communicating mobile devices equipped with various sensors and actuators. The goal is to have an experimentation platform allowing for reproducible experiments (including mobility aspects) that will complement validation through simulation. As we will see, an important issue within this platform is related to changes of scale so as to emulate as many various systems as possible.

We are developing an experimental evaluation platform composed of both fixed and mobile devices [16]. Technically speaking, each mobile device is composed of some programmable mobile hardware able to carry the device itself, a lightweight processing unit equipped with one or several wireless network interfaces and a positioning device. The fixed counterpart of the platform contains the corresponding fixed infrastructure: an indoor positioning system, wireless communication support, as well as some fixed servers. Our platform is set up in a room of approximately $100m^2$ where mobile devices can move around. By changing scale, we can emulate systems of different sizes. Hardware modeling of this type of system requires a reduction or increase of scale to be able to conduct experiments within the laboratory. To obtain a realistic environment, all services must be modified according to the same scale factor.

For example, if we consider a VANET experiment like the DBB, a typical GPS in a moving car is accurate to within $5 - 20m$. So, for our $100m^2$ indoor environment to be a scaled down representation of (say) a $250000m^2$ outdoor environment (a scale reduction factor of 50), the indoor positioning accuracy needs to be $10 - 40cm$. The following table summarizes the required change in scale for all peripherals of a node.
### Table 1: Real vs. Scaled Accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Real Accuracy</th>
<th>Scaled Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wireless</td>
<td>range: 100m</td>
<td>range: 2m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>5m</td>
<td>10cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node size</td>
<td>a few meters</td>
<td>a few decimeters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node speed</td>
<td>a few m/s⁻¹</td>
<td>less than 1 m/s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Technological aspects.

1) Positioning: Several technologies are currently available for indoor localization [17], mostly based either on scene analysis (e.g., using motion capture systems) or on triangulation (of RF and ultrasound [18] or wireless communication interfaces [19]). In this section, we describe the various systems we used, and analyze their interests and limitations.

To reach our desired level of accuracy for indoor positioning, we first used a dedicated motion capture technology that tracks objects based on real-time analysis of images captured by infra-red cameras. The Cortex¹ system is able to localize objects at the millimeter scale, which is more than enough for the VANET setting. This technology uses a set of infrared cameras, placed around the room, that track infrared-visible tags. All cameras are connected to a server that computes, based on all cameras images, the position of every tag in the system. We equipped our small robots with such tags, and the computers on the robots connect to the server to get their positioning information. Although the precision attained was more than enough for our needs, the system has some drawbacks: the whole system is very expensive (in the order of 100k), calibration is a tedious task, and infrared signals cannot cross obstacles such as humans.

To overcome these limitations, we are currently developing a new localization system, based on two different technologies that have complementary advantages. The first one is based on infrared cameras, as for Cortex, but the system is reversed: cameras are on-board, and locate themselves by tracking statically placed infrared-visible tags. This system is coupled with an Ultra-Wide-Band-based localization system, Ubisense. Ultra-Wide-Band-based localization (UWB) is performed by 4 sensors, placed in the room at each corner, that listen for signals sent by small tags that emit impulses in a wide spectrum. Such impulses can traverse human bodies and small obstacles, so the whole system is robust to external perturbation, but, from our preliminary measurements, attainable precision is about 10cm.

We thus advocate that the coupling of these two technologies will result in a localization system with desirable properties: it is relatively cheap, it is robust to external perturbations such as obstacles, and has most of the time a precision about the order of a centimeter.

2) Mobility: Another important question is how to make the devices actually mobile. Obviously, when conducting experiments, a human operator cannot be behind each device, so mobility has to be automated. This is why we considered the use of simple small robot platforms in order to carry around the platform devices. The task of these robots is to “implement” the mobility of the nodes. The carried devices communicate with the robot through a serial port. This way they can control the mobility, i.e., the trajectory, the stops and continuations, the fault-injection, etc.

A node in the system is implemented using a laptop computer, that includes all hardware devices and the software under testing, that is carried by a simple robotic platform, the Lynxmotion 4WD rover. A 4WD rover is able to carry a full node during a few hours, running at a maximum speed of 1m/s⁻¹, which is consistent with our assumptions.

To have reproducible patterns of mobility, the rover embarks a dedicated software that moves the robot using two different schemes. Both designs allow for testing different algorithms using the same mobility pattern, and for testing the same algorithm with different mobility scenarios.

In the simple scheme, a robot is following a black line on the floor. This solution is easy to implement but imposes that the operator “draws” the circuit for every different mobility pattern.

The second scheme couples a predefined mobility pattern with the positioning service and ensures a given node moves according to the predefined pattern, programmed by the operator. This solution is more flexible: each node has its own mobility pattern specified for each experiment.

3) Communication: The last and most important design issue for the platform concerns wireless communications. Indeed, the communication range of the participants (mobile nodes and infrastructure access-points) has to be scaled according to the experiment being conducted. For example, with a VANET experiment, a typical automobile has a wireless communication range of a few hundred meters, say 200m. With a scale reduction factor fixed at 50, the mobile devices communication range has to be limited to 4m. However, to cope with other experiments and other scale reduction factors, this communication range should ideally be variable.

A satisfying solution consists in using, for this purpose, signal attenuators placed between the WiFi network interfaces and their antennas. An attenuator is an electronic device that reduces the amplitude or power of a signal without appreciably distorting its waveform. Attenuators are passive devices made from resistors. The degree of attenuation may be fixed, continuously adjustable, or incrementally adjustable. In our case, the attenuators are used to reduce the signal received by the network interface. The necessary capacity of the attenuators depends on many parameters such as the power of the WiFi interfaces and the efficiency of the antennas, but also on the speed of the robot movements, the room environment, etc. The experiments and conclusions regarding the use of signal attenuators is the subject of Section IV.

C. Application scenario

As can be seen on Fig. 1, the middleware described in this article is running on top of Apple OS X.5.6 and Java 1.5. The hardware (Macbook with additional WiFi interface and some localization hardware) is carried by a Lynxmotion 4WD rover. The resulting platform can be seen on Fig. 3. We currently own

¹http://www.motionanalysis.com
four fully equipped robots. We were thus able to emulate the Distributed Black-Box in a setting with three cooperating cars and a police car coming after an accident to recover data. During the first part of the scenario, the three cars backup Black-Box data for each other, then one of the cars loses control and leaves the circuit track to crash in a wall. After the accident has been reported, including the identifier of the crashed car and the approximated time of the accident, the police enters the scene and requests restoration of the black box data for a given period of time that surrounds the accident. Once the data is successfully restored, the police is then able to replay the film of the accident, and to identify the other involved cars if there is any. A movie demonstrating this scenario is available at http://homepages.laas.fr/mroy/hidenets/.

D. Related work.

Relatively little work concerning the evaluation of algorithms in a realistic mobile experimental environment is available. Most of the available platforms are based on wired emulation of wireless networks [20]. Wired wireless emulators such as EMPOWER [21], and EMWIN [22] use a centralized emulation layer and rely on switching equipment to disseminate messages to “mobile” nodes. Non-centralized wireless testbed emulators such as SEAWIND [23] or SWOON [24] rely on a wired configurable testbed similar to Emulab [25]. These testbed emulators rely on various link shaping techniques to approximate a wireless link. Typically, a special node is used for one or more links that need to be emulated. The quality of the emulation can suffer since these testbeds utilize switching equipment and multiple nodes to propagate messages. Both Mobile Emulab [26] and MiNT [27] use robots to emulate mobility of wireless nodes. The mobile version of emulab embarks Motes to emulate a wireless sensor network. The wireless experiments is carried at the building scale. Like our platform, Mint uses signal attenuators to reduce the space needed for the experiments [28]. However, in order to reduce the Mint’s node costs, the positioning subsystem is based on simple web-cams and henceforth is not precise.

IV. EXPERIMENTING SIGNAL ATTENUATION

The objective of these experiments is to find the practical relationship between signal attenuation and communication range. More precisely, the ultimate goal is to be able to select the appropriate attenuation value according to some target range (corresponding to a given scaling factor). This is necessary when one wants to evaluate in a laboratory setup a certain prototype.

It must be noted that within this paper, we present only the results for attenuation between 34 and 39 db. We experimentally established that the correct attenuation level for our scenario was around these values. Indeed, we are interested with the evaluation of several Vehicular Network applications, within the scope of the Hidenets project[3]. In particular, we are developing a distributed black-box application: each car possesses a virtual black-box implemented by cooperating neighbor nodes. The vehicles store recent events regarding themselves and their vicinity in this black-box. The evaluation platform will be used for verifying the resilience properties offered by the application, essentially tolerance to crash of the nodes. The evaluation for this application involves 4 cars, represented by our robots, that follow a track and overtake each other. One of the car has an accident and the black-box must remain available despite this accident. In this scenario, the correct communication range to fit our lab is about 2m. As you will see in the following section, attenuations between 34 and 39 db are appropriate for this communication range. For illustration, Fig. 4 shows a USB WiFi interface connected to its external antenna through a set of attenuators.

A. Description of the experiments

As can be seen on Fig. 4, this experiment involves two laptops mounted on robot platforms and using an external WiFi interface to communicate with each other. One of the two nodes is static and the other one moves back and forth. Equivalent attenuators are attached between each external WiFi interface and its antenna. The mobile platform moves along a line, stops every 20cm for 5min and performs a measurement at every stop. For each measurement, the moving laptop joins the ad hoc network created by the fixed one, measures the communication throughput and then leaves the ad hoc network. The time for joining the network is logged, as is the measured throughput. A complete experiment is composed of 100 repetitions of a return trip along the 5m line. This data
Fig. 5. Adhoc network join time, throughput and percentage of correct communication

is logged and statistically analyzed offline, as explained in the following subsection.

B. Results

As mentioned above in the experiment description, we were able to measure several parameters: time to join the adhoc network, throughput, and number of communications. In the following, we analyze the results obtained according to these various aspects of the statistical analysis.

1) Time to join the adhoc network: As one can see on Fig. 5, while signal attenuation certainly has an impact on the time to join the adhoc network, this impact is difficult to clearly establish. This is due to the fact that we used a watchdog in order to stop an experiment when it lasted too long, i.e. when we suspected that the communication will never be established. In those cases we assumed the maximum value for this particular measure in the mean value computation for the experiment. This leads to a similar problem as we had with the throughput measurements, as you will see in the following subsection.

2) Throughput: Again, as with the previous measurement, the results concerning throughput shown on Fig. 5 are difficult to interpret. The mean throughput drops from approximatively 1Mbits/s with 34db to 100kbits with 39db but the tendency is not really clear and the mean value seems to be a bad approximation. Indeed, because often no communication is established, many zeros pollute the data and make it difficult to find an appropriate metric.

3) Established communications: In order to account for the many zeros that prohibit to use means to analyze our data, we decided to compute the number of correct communications for an experiment. A communication is said to be correct when for a measurement, some bits were exchanged, whatever the quality of the link, i.e. whatever the throughput as soon as it is not zero. This gives the results presented in Fig. 5. These figures show the percentage of correct communications. We can see for example on the 34db figure that from 0 to 2.5m, a communication is always established. There’s a singular point around 0, we suspect that this is related to the wavelength, the high of the antenna and the proximity, but this will necessitate further investigation. Between 2.5m and 4m almost all communications are correct even though around 4m it gets worse. If we analyze now the results for 36db, we can say that any communication up to 2m is correct and that almost no communication is possible any further. A similar conclusion can be established regarding 38db for up to 1m. Concerning 39db, we can say that signal attenuation is too strong and that this is the limit at which no communication can be established correctly.

C. Results

To summarize, we established with these experiments that signal attenuators can be used to scale communication range down in a controlled and repeatable manner. For example, the results presented above show that in our conditions, using our hardware in our laboratory, one can use the following attenuation values to reach specific communication ranges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>attenuation</th>
<th>approx. range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34db</td>
<td>2.5m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36db</td>
<td>2m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38db</td>
<td>1m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

We presented a middleware architecture for dependable ubiquitous mobile applications that provides new building blocks based on cooperative approaches. We believe that those building blocks provide useful abstractions in the context of future emerging applications in the future mobiquitous society. In this work, we were concerned with the provision of a critical data backup service, a trust and cooperation oracle, and a proximity map. These services help building reliable mobile applications as we shown on a distributed black box example for automobiles.

We also described a new platform for the experimental evaluation of this type of mobile application. Indeed, the evaluation of mobile systems is often based on the use of network simulators, which are often not satisfying, especially when dependability is an important issue. Notice that, due to
its design, our platform is able to emulate mobile systems of variable size by adapting communication range.

We believe that the usual mobility models used for the evaluation of mobile systems are not satisfactory. A mobility model dictates how the nodes, once distributed in the space, move. A mobility model involves the nodes' location, velocity and acceleration over time. The topology and movement of the nodes are key factors in the performance of the system under study. Because the mobility of the nodes directly impacts the performance of the protocol, if the mobility model does not reflect realistically the environment under study, the result may not reflect the performance of the system in the reality. The majority of existing mobility models for ad hoc networks does not provide realistic movement scenarios [29]. We are currently working on the use of real mobility traces from various sources in order to build more realistic mobility models to use in our analytical and experimental evaluation [30].

We are also improving the software that controls the mobility aspects of the platform. At the moment the robots follow a tape track on the ground. The currently developed version enables the setup of virtual tracks and allows for the differentiation of the various robots, i.e., each robot is able to follow its own trajectory. Once upgraded, the evaluation platform described in this paper will be able to run experiments according to the realistic mobility models mentioned above, since the platform will be able to use any “mobility pattern” as an input for performing reproducible experiments.
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